Questions and Responses

Q  Does this bid have to be using prevailing rate guidelines?
   A  The project you are bidding on is not considered a construction project so prevailing wage criteria was not included in this request for bids. Accordingly, identification of or calculations based upon prevailing wage is not necessary or requested.

Q  Are bid responses to include pricing for the installation of any conduit, cable moulding or raceway?
   A  No, the bid responses should only include the costs associated with the cabling, termination and testing. However, it should include any necessary cable attachments (i.e. J/D hooks) used in getting the cable from existing IDF/MDFs to designated Device Cable termination (existing cable tray or J/D hooks can be used).

Q  Will cable management be required?
   A  No, there will be no requirement for cable management on the part of the bid response.

Q  What color cable will be used?
   A  There are some areas of the campus where the ceiling are not ATC (acoustic tile). While the default cable color will be yellow, we could explore alternative color cable to match these ceilings. Colors would be limited to a maximum of 3 options. This would be determined post bid award.

Q  The bid specification mentions both 24 and 48 port patch panels, what should we respond with in our bid?
   A  The bid specification mentioned both products to ensure that the exact part numbers would be used. Please respond to the bid with 24 port patch panels (part number OR-PHA6AU24) for consistencies sake. Final drop counts and panel densities could be re-evaluated post bid award.